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We the People- the 27 Amendments of the United States Constitution Nov 29 2019 This little book will teach your child how to
understand the U.S.Constitution. Each Amendment is explained using only one sentence.
We the People: Transformations Dec 31 2019 Volume 3, Publisher description: The Civil Rights Revolution carries Bruce
Ackerman's sweeping reinterpretation of constitutional history into the era beginning with Brown v. Board of Education. From
Rosa Parks's courageous defiance, to Martin Luther King's resounding cadences in "I Have a Dream," to Lyndon Johnson's
leadership of Congress, to the Supreme Court's decisions redefining the meaning of equality, the movement to end racial
discrimination decisively changed our understanding of the Constitution. Ackerman anchors his discussion in the landmark
statutes of the 1960s: the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Fair Housing Act of 1968.
Challenging conventional legal analysis and arguing instead that constitutional politics won the day, he describes the complex
interactions among branches of government--and also between government and the ordinary people who participated in the
struggle. He showcases leaders such as Everett Dirksen, Hubert Humphrey, and Richard Nixon who insisted on real change, not
just formal equality, for blacks and other minorities. The Civil Rights Revolution transformed the Constitution, but not through
judicial activism or Article V amendments. The breakthrough was the passage of laws that ended the institutionalized
humiliations of Jim Crow and ensured equal rights at work, in schools, and in the voting booth. This legislation gained
congressional approval only because of the mobilized support of the American people--and their principles deserve a central
place in the nation's history. Ackerman's arguments are especially important at a time when the Roberts Court is actively
undermining major achievements of America' Second Reconstruction.
We the People Aug 07 2020 Integrating themes from American history, political science, and philosophy, We the People
confronts popular sovereignty in America. Rejecting arguments of judicial activists, proceduralists, and neoconservatives,
Ackerman’s new model of judicial interpretation synthesizes the constitutional contributions of many generations into a
coherent whole.
We the People Jun 24 2019 From the first European contact with indigenous peoples to today’s debate over immigration, the
question of who is American has been at the heart of our national story. Ben Railton’s insightful exploration of this question
throughout our history will help readers understand the current debate over national identity and immigration.
We the People Jul 30 2022 A primer on recognizing the power and promise of the Preamble and the Constitution during this
conservative assault on our founding text “Over the course of American history, there have been great gains in individual
freedom and enormous advances in equality for racial minorities, women, and gays and lesbians, though obviously much
remains to be done. Now we are at a moment with a president who is not committed to these values and face the reality of a
Supreme Court that will likely be more hostile to them for the foreseeable future.” --From the Preface Worried about what a
super conservative majority on the Supreme Court means for the future of civil liberties? From gun control to reproductive

health, a conservative court will reshape the lives of all Americans for decades to come. The time to develop and defend a
progressive vision of the U.S. Constitution that protects the rights of all people is now. University of California Berkeley Dean
and respected legal scholar Erwin Chemerinsky expertly exposes how conservatives are using the Constitution to advance their
own agenda that favors business over consumers and employees, and government power over individual rights. But exposure is
not enough. Progressives have spent too much of the last forty-five years trying to preserve the legacy of the Warren Court’s
most important rulings and reacting to the Republican-dominated Supreme Courts by criticizing their erosion of rights—but
have not yet developed a progressive vision for the Constitution itself. Yet, if we just look to the promise of the
Preamble—liberty and justice for all—and take seriously its vision, a progressive reading of the Constitution can lead us
forward as we continue our fight ensuring democratic rule, effective government, justice, liberty, and equality. Includes the
Complete Constitution and Amendments of the United States of America
Constitution Jul 06 2020
Compromise and the American Founding May 16 2021 An original interpretation of 'the people's two bodies' that illuminates
the opposite attitudes toward compromise throughout the American founding.
We The People Aug 31 2022 See the US Constitution in a new light with this bold, modern and accessible illustrated guide to
the document that helped define democracy. With the 2020 Presidential election around the corner, there has never been a better
time to take a closer look at the Constitution, the bedrock of US politics. Inquisitive minds will have their questions vividly
answered – and new ones raised – by a mix of striking illustrations and clear, engaging text, including passages from the
Constitution given in plain English. As well as a detailed history covering the original Constitution, the Bill of Rights and all
Amendments, discover how this milestone in American democracy shapes and is shaped by the world at large. We The People
shows that, far from a fusty old piece of paper, the US Constitution is a living, evolving rulebook that is as relevant today as it
has ever been. A fresh take on a monumental document, navigating in style its history and its life today. Excerpts from the
Constitution are presented here in plain English to help young thinkers better understand the role it plays in everyday life.
Accessible, energetic text accompanied by contemporary, powerful illustrations allows children aged 10 and older to re-think
the Constitution in a totally new way. A balanced examination that does not shy away from addressing the difficulties of
interpreting and adapting the Constitution for the modern world. We The People takes the Constitution out of its display case,
blows off the dust and re-imagines this piece of history for the next generation.
We the People Oct 01 2022 Charles A. Bear's An Economic Interpretation of the United States Constitution was a work of such
powerful persuasiveness as to alter the course of American historiography. No historian who followed in studying the making of
the Constitution was entirely free from Beard's radical interpretation of the document as serving the economic interests of the
Framers as members of the propertied class. Forrest McDonald's We the People was the first major challenge to Beard's thesis.
This superbly researched and documented volume restored the Constitution as the work of principled and prudential men. It did
much to invalidate the crude economic determinism that had become endemic in the writing of American history. We the People
fills in the details that Beard had overlooked in his fragmentary book. MacDonald's work is based on an exhaustive comparative
examination of the economic biographies of the 55 members of the Constitutional Convention and the 1,750 members of the
state ratifying conventions. His conclusion is that on the basis of evidence, Beard's economic interpretation does not hold.
McDonald demonstrates conclusively that the interplay of conditioning or determining factors at work in the making of the
Constitution was extremely complex and cannot be rendered intelligible in terms of any single system of interpretation.
McDonald's classic work, while never denying economic motivation as a factor, also demonstrates how the rich cultural and
political mosaic of the colonies was an independent and dominant factor in the decision making that led to the first new nation.
In its pluralistic approach to economic factors and analytic richness, We the People is both a major work of American history
and a significant document in the history of ideas. It continues to be an essential volume for historians, political scientists,
economists, and American studies specialists.
We the People May 28 2022 Politics is relevant and participation matters--now more than ever
We the People Jun 04 2020 Sociocracy uses cybernetics and the study of biological systems to design organizations that are
powerful, self-organizing, and self-correcting. Democracy promises the rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, but in
practice, only to the majority or the rich. Sociocracy ensures these rights for everyone."We the People" explains how.
We the People Nov 02 2022 Emphasizing the relevance of politics and government in everyday life, We the People provides
tools to help students think critically about American government and politics. The Sixth Edition has been carefully updated to
reflect most recent developments, including the ongoing conflict in Iraq and the 2006 midterm elections. Complemented by a
rich package of multimedia tools for instructors and students, including a new video-clip DVD, We the People is now more
pedagogically effective than ever.
We the Corporations: How American Businesses Won Their Civil Rights Jan 30 2020 A landmark exposé and “deeply engaging
legal history” of one of the most successful, yet least known, civil rights movements in American history (Washington Post). In
a revelatory work praised as “excellent and timely” (New York Times Book Review, front page), Adam Winkler, author of
Gunfight, once again makes sense of our fraught constitutional history in this incisive portrait of how American businesses
seized political power, won “equal rights,” and transformed the Constitution to serve big business. Uncovering the deep roots of
Citizens United, he repositions that controversial 2010 Supreme Court decision as the capstone of a centuries-old battle for
corporate personhood. “Tackling a topic that ought to be at the heart of political debate” (Economist), Winkler surveys more
than four hundred years of diverse cases—and the contributions of such legendary legal figures as Daniel Webster, Roger
Taney, Lewis Powell, and even Thurgood Marshall—to reveal that “the history of corporate rights is replete with ironies” (Wall
Street Journal). We the Corporations is an uncompromising work of history to be read for years to come.
We the People Feb 10 2021

Constitutionalism and the Rule of Law Mar 26 2022 Rule of law and constitutionalist ideals are understood by many, if not
most, as necessary to create a just political order. Defying the traditional division between normative and positive theoretical
approaches, this book explores how political reality on the one hand, and constitutional ideals on the other, mutually inform and
influence each other. Seventeen chapters from leading international scholars cover a diverse range of topics and case studies to
test the hypothesis that the best normative theories, including those regarding the role of constitutions, constitutionalism and the
rule of law, conceive of the ideal and the real as mutually regulating.
We the People Apr 26 2022 Now in paperback, Lynne Cheney’s New York Times bestselling illustrated history of how the
Constitution came to be. “I am mortified beyond expression when I view the clouds which have spread over the brightest morn
that ever dawned upon any country.” —George Washington America had won the Revolution, but our troubles were far from
over. The thirteen states were squabbling, the country could not pay its bills, and in Massachusetts farmers had taken up arms
against the government. Was our country, which had fought so hard for its independence, going to survive? In May 1787
delegates from across the country—including George Washington, James Madison, and Benjamin Franklin—gathered in
Philadelphia and, meeting over the course of a sweltering summer, created a new framework for governing: the Constitution of
the United States. Their efforts turned a shaky alliance of states into a nation that would prosper and grow powerful, drawing its
strength for centuries to come from “We the people” and inspiring hope for freedom around the world. Now in paperback for the
first time, this richly illustrated tale of a crucial point in our nation’s history will enthrall readers young and old.
We the People : The Citizen & the Constitution May 04 2020 We the People: The Citizen & the Constitution teaches middle
school students about civics, government, and active citizenship. The textbook, composed of 6 units and 30 lessons, uses
critical-thinking exercises and cooperative-learning strategies to teach the history and principles of American constitutional
democracy. Lessons include "What were the British colonies in America like in the 1770s?" and "What experiences led to the
American Revolution?" We the People is aligned with the Common Core State Standards for Reading and Writing and the
National Standards for Civics and Government. A paper teacher's guide can be purchased from the Center for Civic Education.
We the People has been used by thousands of students nationwide since 1987. Recommended for grades 6-8. Copyright 2017,
Center for Civic Education
We the People Apr 14 2021 We the People: Social Protest Movements and the Shaping of American Democracy uses a
historical and a contemporary focus to demonstrate the integral role that social protest movements play in challenging social and
structural inequality along the intersecting axis of identity politics, socioeconomic status and ability, and why social protest
movements should matter to social workers. The book examines how social protest movements influence progressive social
policy and elucidates the social conditions that give rise to protest, how protest creates social movements, and the functions and
goals of social protest movements. By exploring various theoretical perspectives, it brings both a historical and a contemporary
lens to the examination of social protest movements and elucidates the critical role that social protest movements play in
American democracy. With a discussion of emerging trends and the future of social protest movements, We the People explains
and offers strategies for both students and social workers to develop the skills to think critically and take part in social protest
movements as policy practitioners.
We the People Mar 02 2020 Who are the people of India? What are their rights? What are their claims on the Indian
Constitution and on democracy? We the People, the fourth volume in the Rethinking India series, brings together a collection of
essays that explores the process of germination and growth of undisputed universal rights, and of them being developed as
tangible entitlements in India. The essays also examine the continuing challenge of establishing, realizing and protecting these
entitlements. The authors are academics, activists and practitioners who have a strong relationship with social movements. Their
narratives trace the use of the rights-based framework of the Indian Constitution by sociopolitical movements in order to
strengthen the economic, cultural and social rights of ordinary Indians. The multiple perspectives draw upon and contextualize
the complex relationship of the citizen with the state, society and market in democratic India. Their sharp critiques have a
counterpoint in stories of creative, successful alternatives designed by peoples' collectives. There is both an explicit and implicit
challenge to conservative notions of 'market-led development' that see competition and profits as central to 'progress' and
success. The essays showcase the continuing dialectic between established constitutional rights and shifting state policy. They
provide invaluable insight at a time when many sacred pillars of neoliberal 'globalization' are crumbling, and the capitalist
superstructure is itself turning to the state for survival. They promote understanding and scholarship, and enliven debates as we
continue to search for answers in uncertain and challenging times.
The People’s Constitution Sep 07 2020 The story of how the American people have taken an imperfect constitution—the
product of compromises and an artifact of its time—and made it more democratic Who wrote the Constitution? That's obvious,
we think: fifty-five men in Philadelphia in 1787. But much of the Constitution was actually written later, in a series of twentyseven amendments enacted over the course of two centuries. The real history of the Constitution is the astonishing story of how
subsequent generations have reshaped our founding document amid some of the most colorful, contested, and controversial
battles in American political life. It's a story of how We the People have improved our government's structure and expanded the
scope of our democracy during eras of transformational social change. The People's Constitution is an elegant, sobering, and
masterly account of the evolution of American democracy. From the addition of the Bill of Rights, a promise made to save the
Constitution from near certain defeat, to the post–Civil War battle over the Fourteenth Amendment, from the rise and fall of the
"noble experiment" of Prohibition to the defeat and resurgence of an Equal Rights Amendment a century in the making, The
People's Constitution is the first book of its kind: a vital guide to America's national charter, and an alternative history of the
continuing struggle to realize the Framers' promise of a more perfect union.
We the Fallen People Apr 02 2020 The success and survival of American democracy have never been guaranteed. Arguing that
we must take an unflinching look at the nature of democracy—and therefore, ourselves—historian Robert Tracy McKenzie

explores the ideas of human nature in the history of American democratic thought, from the nation's Founders through the
Jacksonian Era and Alexis de Tocqueville.
We the People Oct 21 2021 America's remarkable 230-year experiment in republican democracy is in grave danger. Its inspired
vision and values have been corrupted, and the government is increasingly alienating both its own citizens and its global
neighbors. Thom Hartmann -- our contemporary Thomas Paine -- clearly articulates the magnitude of the threat, while unveiling
how we got here and offering specific, practical steps for restoring our beloved democracy.
We The People Sep 19 2021 Increase student performance, student engagement, and critical analysis skills with We the People.
This program is available with GinA, an educational game in which students learn American Government by doing, as well as
McGraw-Hill’s LearnSmart, an adaptive questioning tool proven to increase content comprehension and improve student
results. Unique to this program is a balanced, well-respected author who makes complex topics easy. Tom Patterson is a
recognized voice in media who teaches at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government. We the People’s strong authorship and
market-leading digital products make this an ideal solution to course goals.
We the People Oct 28 2019 We the People offers powerful portraits of communities across the United States that have faced
threats from environmentally destructive corporate projects and responded by successfully banning those projects at a local
level. We hear the inspiring voices of ordinary citizens and activists practicing a cutting-edge form of organizing developed by
the nonprofit law firm, the Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund (CELDF). Their methodology is an answer for the
frustrations of untold numbers of activists who have been defeated time and again by corporate political power and legal
entitlement. Instead of fighting against what we don’t want, this book can teach us to create from the ground up what we do
want, basing our vision in local control and law. By refusing to cooperate with the unjust laws that favor corporate profit over
local sustainability, communities can show the way forward, driving their rights into state constitutions and, eventually, into the
federal Constitution. In communities from New Hampshire to Oregon, new forms of local organizing have sprung up to fight
fracking, mining, dumping of toxic waste, and industrial agriculture, among other environmental assaults. These communities
have recognized that the law has “legalized” the damaging actions of corporations, while providing no recourse against harm,
and they have therefore decided to create a new system of law that makes local control and sustainability legal. Starting small,
this process has spread from rural Pennsylvania to larger cities and towns, and has resulted in the creation of state networks
seeking to amend state constitutions. This work is about finishing the American Revolution by giving up the illusion of
democracy and forging a system of true self-governance. In addition, this is about recognizing in law, for the first time in
history, that nature possesses legally enforceable rights of its own.
We the People Jun 16 2021
Handbook for We the People Aug 19 2021 This book teaches what most other books on this subject fail to teach. A strict
construction understanding of the Constitution is eye-opening. It is not common knowledge, but should be. Most of what has
been taught and promoted in the past is contrary to the founders' intentions. This approach uses only original source documents
in order to get the most authoritative meanings in the Constitution as the founders intended.
We the People, Grades 5 - 8 Oct 09 2020 Bring history to life for students in grades 5 and up with We the People! Students love
learning about the U.S. government from this engaging classroom supplemental text. Lessons in this 96-page book cover all
three branches and levels of the government, a response to the tragic events of September 11, 2001, and a contact list of
government agencies and organizations. Lesson topics also include the Liberty Bell, elections, the American flag, money, public
opinion, and the Constitution. The book includes Web resources, a bibliography, various activities, and an answer key.
We the People, Volume 2 Nov 09 2020 These are the crucial episodes in American constitutional history that Ackerman takes
up in this second volume of a trilogy hailed as "one of the most important contributions to American constitutional thought in
the last half-century" (Cass Sunstein, The New Republic). In each case he shows how the American people--whether led by the
Founding Federalists or the Lincoln Republicans or the Roosevelt Democrats--have confronted the Constitution in its moments
of great crisis with dramatic acts of upheaval, always in the name of popular sovereignty. A thoroughly new way of
understanding constitutional development, We the People, Volume 2: Transformations reveals how America's "dualist
democracy" provides for these populist upheavals that amend the Constitution, often without formalities. The book also sets
contemporary events, such as the Reagan Revolution and Roe v. Wade, in deeper constitutional perspective.
We the People, Volume 3 Aug 26 2019 "The Civil Rights Revolution carries Bruce Ackerman's sweeping reinterpretation of
constitutional history into the era beginning with Brown v. Board of Education. From Rosa Parks’s courageous defiance, to
Martin Luther King’s resounding cadences in “I Have a Dream,” to Lyndon Johnson’s leadership of Congress, to the Supreme
Court’s decisions redefining the meaning of equality, the movement to end racial discrimination decisively changed our
understanding of the Constitution. “The Civil Rights Act turns 50 this year, and a wave of fine books accompanies the
semicentennial. Ackerman’s is the most ambitious; it is the third volume in an ongoing series on American constitutional history
called We the People. A professor of law and political science at Yale, Ackerman likens the act to a constitutional amendment in
its significance to the country’s legal development.” —Michael O’Donnell, The Atlantic “Ackerman weaves political theory
with historical detail, explaining how the civil rights movement evolved from revolution to mass movement and then to statutory
law...This fascinating book takes a new look at a much-covered topic.” —Becky Kennedy, Library Journal"
We the Kids Dec 23 2021 Brush up on the Preamble to the Constitution with this patriotic picture book—and have a couple of
good laughs while you're at it! A long time ago some smart guys wrote the Preamble to the Constitution. You have probably
read it before, but do you know what it means? And did it ever make you laugh? Now it will! Perfect for inspiring discussion in
classrooms and around kitchen tables, this fun-filled and cheerfully illustrated look at the Preamble provides an accessible
introduction to America's founding ideals for citizens of all ages. Includes a glossary of terms and a foreword by the artist. "This
zany, patriotic paean offers kids lighthearted but meaningful incentive to reflect further on the relevance of those 'big words' and

'big ideas.'"—Publishers Weekly
We the People Jan 24 2022 Contains the text of the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and
all the amendments.
We the People Nov 21 2021 The U.S. Constitution brought to life for young readers! In this visual celebration of the U.S.
Constitution and America's founding fathers, Caldecott Medalist Peter Spier tells the stirring American tale of how this most
important document came to symbolize freedom, justice, equality, and hope for all citizens. This fact-filled volume includes: ?
The complete text of the Constitution ? An illustrated preamble to the Constitution, illuminating its signifcance from its birth
through to modern times ? The fascinating history of the struggle to create and ratify the Constitution ? An historical
reproduction of the original document Full of illustrations that bring the Constitution to life, this is a must-have resource for
every American school, library, and home. ? "A joyful celebration of the people whose leaders created the
Constitution"—Booklist, starred review “A celebration of America’s diversity”—Kirkus “Spier has created a tribute that can be
appreciated in more than one sitting.”—Publishers Weekly
The Constitution Study Jul 26 2019 Studies show that 30%-40% of Americans cannot name a single freedom protected by the
First Amendment. How many of the five can you name? Have you read the Constitution?"The Constitution Study is one of my
most highly recommended Constitutional Education sources available." - Jessie Rude, Executive, Constitutional Grass Roots
MovementIt doesn't take a law degree to understand the supreme law of the land. Most people can read the Constitution in about
20 minutes. And if you're worried about the language being difficult, this book can help."Paul's expansive knowledge of the
U.S. Constitution is invaluable to anyone looking for insightful information about our Nation's founding documents." - Winston
Wang, Administrator, The Bipartisan PressWhether you're a long time history buff, or just starting out, this book can help you
read and study the Constitution. It was created to protect your rights.
We the People Jul 18 2021 Introduces the history and principles of constitutional democracy. Teacher's ed. includes
performance assessment materials and a bibliography of children's literature.
Making We the People Dec 11 2020 What does it mean to say that it is 'We the People' who 'ordain and establish' a
constitution? Who are those sovereign people, and how can they do so? Interweaving history and theory, constitutional scholar
Chaihark Hahm and political theorist Sung Ho Kim attempt to answer these perennial questions by revisiting the constitutional
politics of postwar Japan and Korea. Together, these experiences demonstrate the infeasibility of the conventional assumption
that there is a clearly bounded sovereign 'people' prior to constitution-making that stands apart from both outside influence and
troubled historical legacies. The authors argue that 'We the People' only emerges through a deeply transformative politics of
constitutional founding and, as such, a democratic constitution and its putative author are mutually constitutive. Highly original
and genuinely multidisciplinary, this book will be of interest to democratic theorists and scholars of comparative
constitutionalism as well as observers of ongoing constitutional debates in Japan and Korea.
Our Undemocratic Constitution Jan 12 2021 Levinson argues that too many of our Constitution's provisions promote either
unjust or ineffective government. Under the existing blueprint, we can neither rid ourselves of incompetent presidents nor assure
continuity of government following catastrophic attacks. Less important, perhaps, but certainly problematic, is the appointment
of Supreme Court judges for life. Adding insult to injury, the United States Constitution is the most difficult to amend or update
of any constitution currently existing in the world today. Democratic debate leaves few stones unturned, but we tend to take our
basic constitutional structures for granted. Levinson boldly challenges the American people to undertake a long overdue public
discussion on how they might best reform this most hallowed document and construct a constitution adequate to our democratic
values. "Admirably gutsy and unfashionable." --Michael Kinsley, The New York Times "Bold, bracingly unromantic, and filled
with illuminating insights. He accomplishes an unlikely feat, which is to make a really serious argument for a new constitutional
convention, one that is founded squarely on democratic ideals." --Cass R. Sunstein, The New Republic "Everyone who cares
about how our government works should read this thoughtful book." --Washington Lawyer
We the People Mar 14 2021 Politics is relevant and participation matters.
We, the People Sep 27 2019 Ethnos and citizens : versions of cultural-political construction of identity -- Reconciliation of the
spirits and fusion of the interests : "Ottomanism" as an identity politics / Alexander Vezenkov -- The people incorporated :
constructions of the nation in transylvanian romanian liberalism, 1838-1848 / Kinga-Koretta Sata -- We, the Macedonians : the
paths of macedonian supra-nationalism (1878-1912) / Tchavdar Marinov -- History and character : visions of national
peculiarity in the romanian political discourse of the nineteenth-century / Balázs Trencsényi -- Nationalization of sciences and
the definitions of the folk -- Barbarians, civilized people and Bulgarians : definition of identity in textbooks and the press (18301878) / Dessislava Lilova -- Narrating "the people" and "disciplining" the folk : the constitution of the Hungarian ethnographic
discipline and the touristic movements (1870-1900) / Levente T. Szabó -- Who are the bulgarians? : "race," science and politics
in fin-de-siècle Bulgaria / Stefan Detchev -- The canon-builders -- Jovan Jovanovic Zmaj and the Serbian identity between
poetry and history / Bojan Aleksov -- Faik Konitza, the modernizer of the Albanian language and nation / Artan Puto -Shemseddin Sami Frashëri (1850-1904) : contributing to the construction of albanian and turkish identities / Bülent Bilmez
We the People Jun 28 2022 The U.S. Constitution brought to life for young readers! In this visual celebration of the U.S.
Constitution and America's founding fathers, Caldecott Medalist Peter Spier tells the stirring American tale of how this most
important document came to symbolize freedom, justice, equality, and hope for all citizens. This fact-filled volume includes: ?
The complete text of the Constitution ? An illustrated preamble to the Constitution, illuminating its signifcance from its birth
through to modern times ? The fascinating history of the struggle to create and ratify the Constitution ? An historical
reproduction of the original document Full of illustrations that bring the Constitution to life, this is a must-have resource for
every American school, library, and home. ? "A joyful celebration of the people whose leaders created the
Constitution"—Booklist, starred review “A celebration of America’s diversity”—Kirkus “Spier has created a tribute that can be

appreciated in more than one sitting.”—Publishers Weekly
Our Republican Constitution Feb 22 2022 A concise history of the long struggle between two fundamentally opposing
constitutional traditions, from one of the nation’s leading constitutional scholars—a manifesto for renewing our constitutional
republic. The Constitution of the United States begins with the words: “We the People.” But from the earliest days of the
American republic, there have been two competing notions of “the People,” which lead to two very different visions of the
Constitution. Those who view “We the People” collectively think popular sovereignty resides in the people as a group, which
leads them to favor a “democratic” constitution that allows the “will of the people” to be expressed by majority rule. In contrast,
those who think popular sovereignty resides in the people as individuals contend that a “republican” constitution is needed to
secure the pre-existing inalienable rights of “We the People,” each and every one, against abuses by the majority. In Our
Republican Constitution, renowned legal scholar Randy E. Barnett tells the fascinating story of how this debate arose shortly
after the Revolution, leading to the adoption of a new and innovative “republican” constitution; and how the struggle over
slavery led to its completion by a newly formed Republican Party. Yet soon thereafter, progressive academics and activists
urged the courts to remake our Republican Constitution into a democratic one by ignoring key passes of its text. Eventually, the
courts complied. Drawing from his deep knowledge of constitutional law and history, as well as his experience litigating on
behalf of medical marijuana and against Obamacare, Barnett explains why “We the People” would greatly benefit from the
renewal of our Republican Constitution, and how this can be accomplished in the courts and the political arena.
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